AMENDMENTS ~[O APPENDICES I AND II OF THE ~)NVENTION

A.

~O POS AL
Inclusion of Catagonus wagneri in Appendix I.

B.

~OFONENT
The Republic of Paraguay

C.

SUPPORTING STAT~ENT
1.

~xonomy
11.

Class:

Mammalia

12.

Order:

Artiodactyla

13.

Family:

Tayassuidae

14.

Scientific Name:
Genus
Catagonus (Aneghino 1904)
Species
Catagonus wagneri (Rusconi 1930)
Monotypic (Groves 1985)

15.

Common Names:

Fnglish:
French:
Spanish:
Guarani:

16.
2.

Code Numbers:

Chacoan peccary,
Giant peccary (large Gray)
Quimilero (Chaco Argentino)
1~gu~

5301 419 002 002 001

Biological 1~ta
21.

Distribution: The range of the Chacoan peccary is restricted to
the Gran Chaco region of South ~nerica, which covers North—West
Argentina, South—West Argentina, South—East Bolivia and
North—West Paraguay (Wetzel 1977, Wetzel & Sowls 1981; Mayer and
Brandt 1982).
Its entire range probably covers about
139,600 icni2 (Sowls 1984), but its distribution is best known in
Paraguay, where it is restricted to the drier regions from the
middle Chaco with rainfall of 900 turn p.a. to 400 mm p.a. at the
Bolivian border (Wetzel 1977).
The Provinces where the Chacoan peccary is reported to occur or
to have occurred are as follows:
PARAGUAY

Boquer6n, Chaco, Nueva Asunci6n, Alto Paraguay and
Presidente Hayes (Mayer & Brandt 1982; Ludlow 1982).

ARGENTINA:

Chaco, Formosa, Santiago del Estero, Salta (H. ~
Stilio pers. comm. 1976); Olrog et al. 1976; Ojeda
& Cajal, 1986; Wetzel & Crespo 1976; Wetzel 1977).

BOLIVIA

Chuquisaca, Santa Cruz, Tarija (Ludlow 1983).

:

(See Annex I)

22.

Population: The Chacoan peccary is subject to considerable
pressure by the opening up of the Chaco and the construction of
new roads for military use and oil exploration, also by the
conversion of its habitat to cattle pasture. The diurnal
activity, natural curiosity and the strong cohesion of social
groups renders it particularly vulnerable to hunting pressure.
The population has been reduced in the Chaco Paistral of
Argentina and in all areas of the Chaco Boreal of Paraguay and
Bolivia.
It has been severely reduced and perhaps locally
extirpated in the most arid portions of its range (the
Bolivian—Paraguayan border), as well as in areas modified for
grazing lands and roads (Oliver 1981; Wetzel & Sowls 1981;
Bejarano 1981; Thornback & Jenkins 1982).
The Chacoan peccary is known to occur in the Teniente Enciso and
Defensores del Chaco National Parks of Paraguay, but doubts have
been expressed about the adequacy of policing in these areas.
(There is only one park guard in the Teniente Enciso National
Park
40,000 ha and five in the I~fensores del Chaco National
Park
789,000 ha).
The boundaries are rarely patrolled
(Ludlow, 1983) and the Military are reported to be the prime
abusers of the parks.
—

—

The population of the Chacoan peccary surviving within the
I~fensores del Chaco National Park is not exactly known, but
Ludlow computed a crude estimate of a 72,000 animals, probably a
much too optimistic one (Ludlow, 1983).
The Chacoan peccary was formerly abundant in the Teniente Enciso
National Park.
In the mid 1970s it was not uncommon to see
several herds in one day (Sowls, pers. comm.).
Ludlow
calculated a theoretical population of 3,696 animals, again
using data from Mayer & Brandt (1982).
These numbers seem to
have been reduced very drastically: in 1981 Ludlow spent 20
weeks in the Chaco parks and saw herds on 11 occasions.
In 1982
he spent 14 weeks in the Chaco and saw only 2 individuals.
In
the same year he observed only one animal during the four weeks
he stayed in the Teniente Enciso National Park (Ludlow, 1983;
Ludlow, in litt.)
The normal herd size of the Chacoan peccary has also decreased
in the past decade. Moreno (SA CITES Paraguay, in litt.) did
not see one full breeding group (i.e. 5—7 individuals) in
January 1986.
No more than two at a time were seen.
According to inhabitants of Lèpto. Boquer6n, Paraguay, the
Chacoan peccary has totally disappeared from the region. The
population in the northern region of the Paraguayan Chaco seems
to be quite small as well (Gould, in litt.).
These data altogether give reason to believe that there exists a
real danger of extinction for C. wagneri, if nothing is done to
curb the present evolution (Hazelton, in litt.; Mayer & Brandt,
1982).
(See Annexes II & III)

23.

Habitat: The Gran Chaco is a vast aggrading alluvial plan in the
rain shadow of the Andes and is virtually flat (Eckel 1959).
Most of the region is covered with semi—arid xerophytic woodland
and thorn forest (Wright et al., 1964; Short, 1975). In the
centre of the Catagonus range (km. 580 on the Trans—Chaco
Highway) we find a dense and scrubby forest except for scattered
large trees, principally quebrachos (Aspidosperma quebracho
blanco and Aspidosperma quebracho colorado) and palo santo
(Bulnesia ins ignis).
The habitat where C. wagneri was found is an impenetrable thorn
forest with few openings (Sowls, 1984). This primary habitat
extends to the West into the more open, rolling sandhills.
To
the East its range appears to be bounded by the transition from
high thorn forest to open palm (Copernicia australis) savannah
habitat.
In some areas (northern Alto Paraguay) the original forest
extends to the Paraguay River and C. wagneri may occur in these
areas (Stallings, pers. comm.).
However, C. wagneri reached its
greatest abundance in the central, moderate stature forests of
the Chaco (ludlow, 1983).
The Chacoan peccary is a wilderness animal that does not appear
to be able to survive when its pristine habitat has been
destroyed or converted.
Its liveable environment has narrow
temperature and rainfall limits (Sowls, 1984).

3.

Trade ]~ta

31.

National Utilization: Of the large mammals in the Chaco, the
Chacoan peccary is the one most often killed for meat.
It is
the primary target of food for a wide range of people, including
subsistence farmers, ranchers, oil prospectors, military
personnel, Mennonite communities, visiting sportsmen and
occasionally park guards (Oliver, 1981; Mayer & Brandt, 1979;
Ludlow, 1983).
Its meat is highly prized as the most delicious
meat available (Benirschke, 1984), and moreover it is quite easy
to hunt (Oliver, 1981). (See Annex III).
There seems to be a minor trade in their hides, although this is
best regarded as a by—product of hunting (Oliver, 1982).
Catagonus hides are the least valuable among the three peccary
species and only a small percentage reaches the leather market
(Wetzel, pers. comm.).
Sowl (1984) found that Catagonus hides
were only occasionally saved in the Chaco of western Paraguay.
They were usually thrown away with the head.
On the other hand it has been suggested that in southeastern
Bolivia some Chacoan peccaries are hunted exclusively for their
hides (Bejarano, in litt.). Ojeda & Mares (1982) noted that the
Chacoan peccary is intensively hunted in the Argentine Chaco
where the animal is taken primarily for its meat and its
commercially valuable hide.
They reported that purses made from
Catagonus skins can be purchased in San Miguel de Tucuman.

32.

Legal International Trade: The only country where legal trade
can be permitted is ARGENTINA, where hunting and trade is
regulated by the Provinces’ legislation (Reglamentaci6fl
691/81).
Commercial trade is possible by the export permits
given by the Provinces.
In the first official statistics about
exportation of the National Director of Fauna (1983), ~yassu
tajacu appears as the only peccary species exported;
nevertheless nothing from those data guarantees that this name
would not cover Catagonus skins as well (Olrog & Cajal, 1982).
Ojeda & Mares (1982) noted that C. wagneri is also hunted for
its commercially valuable hide. They stated that Argentina
exported over 300,000 peccary hides (all three species) from
1972 till 1979.
Still the result is that it would be very
difficult for customs agents to distinguish the pelts of the
three species.
Argentine export figures are given below.

TABLE I:

ANNUAL EX~JRTS OF ~CCARY WDES FROM ARGENTINA
(ALl 3 spp.)
1976

26,963

1977

56,031

1978

58,000

1979

31,377

1980

8,239

1981

4,900

1982

7,360

1983

39,193

1984

53,574

Source: *l976_l979:
*1980_l984:

33.

Mares & Ojeda (1984).
Ruiz (in litt.

)

Illegal Trade: Although faunal protection laws exist in all
three countries, they are apparently ineffective or
unenforceable.
In PARAGUAY exact information pertaining to commercialization is
difficult to obtain.
It is common knowledge that there are
professional hunters and buyers of skins in Paraguay.
The skins
come and go through various military checkpoints, which do not
check the shipments.
It is difficult to say whether the
majority of these skins come from Paraguay or Bolivia,
nevertheless there is heavy illegal trafficking of skins in

Paraguay. The exact destination of these illegal skins is
unknown, though rumoured to be the F.R. Germany and Japan.
From
his limited observations Moreno (SA Paraguay, in litt.)
estimates that the peccary hide trade seems to be of minor
importance.
However, Paraguay has great difficulties to enforce
its laws for the protection of wildlife.
This is due to a
number of factors, one being that the Chaco is so extensive,
another is the unwillingness of the military to turn in
offenders when they pass through the checkpoints.
In BOLIVIA Bejarano (in litt., see Broad, 1984) describes the
hunting of C. wagneri for its hide as the main threat.
The hide of C. wagneri, although thinner and not as valuable as
that of the other peccary species, is often included in the
large numbers of peccary hides~ exported for leather goods
manufacture and it has become the quarry of the increasing
number of travellers through the Chaco (Thornback & Jenkins,
1982). Because of the fact that the pelt is not a characteristic
that clearly distinguishes C. wagneri from the other peccary
species (especially Tayassu pecan
Olrog & Cajal, 1982), and
moreover that customs statistical categories tend to be rather
broad, it is difficult to say how large a part of the peccary
skins exported are from C. wagneri.
—

34.

4.

Potential Trade Threats:
341.

Live Specimens: ?~bne.

342.

Parts and ]~rivatives: Any eventual limitations or bans
on trade of Tayassu tajacu and Tayassu pecan skins
without an adequate protection of C. wagneri (e.g.
Appendix I listing) could possibly increase the hunting
pressure on this species, notwithstanding its hide being
the least valuable.

Protection Status
41.

National: In PARAGUAY all hunting, commercialization,
importation and exportaton is prohibited by ]~creto 18796 of
1975. Moreover, Paraguay has already established nine national
parks.
C. wagneri occurs with certainty in two of them, namely
the Defensores del Chaco NP (379,000 ha) and the Teniente Enciso
NP (40,000 ha) in the West of the country.
In ARGENTINA hunting and trade is regulated by the Provinces’
legislation (Reglementaci6n 691/81).
Commercial trade for
exportation is possible by the export permits given by the
Provinces, but because of the recent increase in trade, the
National Direction is studying the possibility of totally
prohibiting their trading and consequently the exportation
(Ruiz, in litt.).
In BOLIVIA the exportation of living wildlife and derivative
products has been forbidden by the Ministerial Resolution
~b. 226/85 up to 31/7/86.
At present all exportation of
wildlife products is forbidden for the next three years by
Decreto Supremo ND. 21312 of 2/4/84.

42.

International: None.

43.

Mditional Protection Needs: C. wagneri has been recommended for
inclusion in Appendix I in view of its present threatened status
and the fact that any trade regulations on the other peccary
species could conceivably encourage the trade in its hide,
albeit that this trade is reportedly negligible at present.
At national level, it would be very important to offer plans for
the preservation and management of threatened areas.
Therefore,
more information is needed about the exact distribution and
population of C. wagneri.
To gain further knowledge about C. wagneri and help to assure
its survival, a captive breeding herd should be established:
attempts so far have been unsuccessful.
The presently
suids between
restrictions,
potential for

prohibitive regulations on the movement of live
international breeding centres due to veterinarian
effectively stifle the otherwise promising
captive breeding programmes.

Several breeding attempts have already been undertaken, so far
without success:
In 1977 Fràdrich obtained 3 animals which were transported to
the Berlin Zoo.
After six weeks 2 of them died.

—

—

Since 1983 one Chacoan peccary has been kept in the Asunci6n
Zoo, Paraguay.
Another promising project is the 20 ha fenced compound at
Madrej6n, within the 1~fensores del Chaco NP where one young
male plus a 1 year old female were kept on 17/12/85
(Benirschke, in litt.).

—

5.

In 1986 a five acre fenced corral together with five small
holding or quarantine corrals have been established at Estancia
Toledo (Filadelfia).
The young male from Madrej6n has been
transported to this ranch.
Four more adult peccaries (1. 3)
have been captured, from which only one female was still alive
on May 86.
On 14/7/86 1 male and 1 female were held at
Estancia Toledo. Natives report that Chacoan peccaries are
quite easy to capture but that it is difficult to keep them
alive for more than three days. Veterinary and pathological
help are needed and since the diseases of Catagonus are
unknown, further study on this subject is indicated (Bird, in
litt. ).

Information on Similar Species
Over the entire range of C. wagneri the three peccary species occur
sympatrically. The characteristics most outstanding that allow
differentiation from Tayassu tajacu and Tayassu pecan are the
following: rostrum long and convex, ears long, lack of lateral dew
claws on the rear feet and greater size.
However, the pelt is not
clearly distinguishable from that of Tayassu tajacu (Olrog & Cajal,
1982).
The Chacoan peccary is even similar in coloration to the
white—lipped (T. pecan) having a grizzled, gray brown coat

(Ludlow, 1983).
Although it is possible to distinguish C. wagneri
from the other peccaries in the field, the identification of the skins
on the contrary represents a substantial problem.
6.

Comments from Countries of Origin
The responses from the three countries of origin are given below.
All
of them have expressed broad support for this proposal. (See Annex IV).
PARAGUAY: support (Moreno, in litt.)
ARGENTINA: support (Ruiz, in litt.)
BOLIVIA: support (Menghi, pers. comm.)

7.

Additional Remarks
The IUCN SSC Pigs and Peccaries Specialist Group gives its full
support to this proposal. Moreover, Dr. Lyle K. Sowls is completely
in favour of the amendment and late Prof. Ralph Wetzel
the
discoverer of this species
recommended the inclusion of Catagonus
wagneri in Appendix I of CITES (Oliver 1982).
—

—

However, in view of the identification problems when skins have been
processed or been reduced to small size articles, it would be nonsense
only to list C. wagneri in Appendix I without including the other two
peccary species in Appendix II on a look—alike basis under Article II
2(b) of the Convention.
This would greatly facilitate the monitoring
of the international trade and allow the perception of future trends
and conservation needs.
Also design of a species identification key
for peccary skin products could be very useful in this matter (Oliver
1981). (See Annex V).
8.
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CONCLUSIONS AND STATUS
Three distinct species of pccearics exist in the New
World at present. With the exception of the coat
coloration, ~he collared and white-lipped peccaries
arc more similar to each other rnorphologically than
either is to the Chacoan peccary. Obvious sexual
dimorphism is absent in the entire family. Coat
coloration differences exist between immature and
adult individuals of each species.
The collared peccary has the widest range and the
most general habitat preferences. At the other ex
treme, the Chacoan peccary is the most restricted in
its distribution a~id has the narrowest habitat
preferences.
The Chacoan peccary has slightly larger litters con
t.aining propohionately more males than Ute collared
pec~ry. More reproductive data are nccdr.d on the
~hitc-Iipped peccary before sufficient comparisons
can be made with the othcr’two species.
All three species appear to be largely herbivorous
based on accounts, of . food species determined
through food habits studies or observations by
trained personnel.
The mountain lion ~and .jaguar arc the principal
predators of th~ three pceearics: ?‘~ian is the only
predator that has a significant effect oil all three
spe~es over their entire ranges.
All three are social, herd-oriented animals. These
herds are probably largely composed of one or more
extended family groups. In general, the activity pat.
terns of the peccaries appear to bea product of mean
daily temperatures and hunting pressure by man.
Where the midday temperatures arc high and the
hunting pres.surc is intense, the animals arc more noc
turnal in their activity. With the exception of herd
size, the Chacoan peccary closely rcsemblns the col
lared peccary in its various behaviors. Again, too
little is known about the white-lipped peccary to

make’ any comparisons with the other pecearies. At
present, only the white-lipped peccary remains

largely unstudied in its natural history.
Over their entire ranges, the status of the collared

:

and white-lipped pecearies is stable. This is not true
for the Chacoan peccary. Of the three. species, the
Chacoan peccary is the only one regarded by the In
‘tcrnationnl Union for the Conservation of Nature as
threatened. Habitat destruction and hunting are cited
as the major threats to the survival of this species
(IUCN 1978). Since the initiation of this study, the
numbers of Chaeoan peccaries observed in the Chaco
Boreal of Paraguay have decreased. Of the large
mammals in this area, it is the one most commonly
killed for meat. In fact, the Chaconñ peccary is now
extremely rare in areas of the northern Chaco ,~here
it was very abundant 4 to $ years before CL. K. Sowls
1981, personal communication, P. 1-lazelton 1981.
personal communication), With the increasing ac
cessibility of this region as the Trans-Chaco Highway
is resurfaced, the hunting pressure on this species for
food, sport, ‘and hides has dramatically increased.
Although,Paraguay has officially prohibited all game
hunting nationwide, the cnf~rcemcnt of this ban is
sporadic and in the Chaco is essentially nonexistent.
As human settlement continues in this region, the
future survival of this species. in Paraguay is in
doubt. Its status in Bolivia is unknown, but accord
ing to local hunters, the Chacoan peccary is not com
mon there. Somc areas of the northern Argentine
Chaco reportedly still have good number~ of this
species, but their future there is also uncertain (R.
Ojeda 1981, personal communication). It would be
ironic indeed if this species, thought to be extinct
until the mid 1970’s, were in fact to become extinct
•bcforc the end of this century.
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ANNEX III: UTILIZATION

]•C~•

V~’.L.P.

FROM:

OLI\’~R

Sc’cretury

Doted

~Rc)F. RALPH M. WETZEL
DR.

LYLE 4<.

?2nd Fobru~y,.1~aI

Jnnp~th Hotel,
Now Delhi.

~~J4LS

Rccorr~-nend~tion for Group action Progrcim~no
on the Chacoan Peccary or Tagua Cntogonus wt~neri

Status:

Population reduced in the Choco Aus~-a1 of ~‘.rgentina and ~ all
areas in the Chcco Uoroal of Paraguay.
E~everoly reduced and
perht~ps locally extirpated in the most crjdportjons of its
range (I3oliviari—Poraguayar, b~rdor), as well 05 oro:s modified
for grazing land and roads.
Considerations:
Trade in hides is considered by this Group to be j.ncj..deritsil_to
the central reason for killing the taguo as a
It is heavily used by military outposts, rcrnchcrs, tr;~pners, .nd
oil explor~tjon parties for food..
EG a) Sowls and Wntzol estimate that one stnoll, 4—room hotel in
,the Ch~co used moro than 1,000 to~uo euch ycor,
b) ~rnall military outposts in Paraguay use 1 t’iqu:. each week
(J. Stellings, pers. comm. 1981).
The taguo hide is the ~ the 3 aecc.iries and oniy
~i certuin porcentoga of the hides reach the hide buyers.
Therefore, we believe that trade in the hides of tcigui ~.h~uld
b~ t r e t.~
_j’~~t.
~je p r o.L~m~o f ~ h:at_siie.c.i..e. s..
-

The establishment of o.lorge national pork within its range hcs
been a positive step in its conservation.
Recommendations ~

I

1.
Continue the ~uD(~icb2~ status, but closely monitored by
Paroguayan authorities for 1UCN.
This monitoring should include
the gathering of better information on local obund~nce ~nd
de~oiled information on t~o oxoc~. ~ ttib~tion throughout its”
-

range.

2.

I

8ec~uso of the extreme vulnerability of the tagua, when new

roads are built, and clear •g_Q~_~he.J.QCeS.t. follows, we recc~~end
that special efforts of the B~lic,icn,~PàragudyEh, and Areentinicn
Governments ba macic to set aside ~
We also rocorrrnond that thoso Governments set up more of these:.
refuges in the heort of the toguc range, and keep lorgecrecs
free of any disturbance, including roads ond trails.
3.
Wobelievc.that now studies on the basic biology of the.:tcguo
and its ecol~gicol relationship with the other three sympatric.
species ~h~uld ;~c~ivo encouragement.
-

IuCN/Z~C
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ANt•:Ex IV:COMMENTS FT?OM COUNTflIES OF OflIGIN

(~.

MIN~STERIO DE AGRICULTU~A V GANAQER~
SERVICtO FORESTAL NACIONAL

Aounción, 13 do encro do 1986

;3enor

•Ju~u S. Vi1ift1b~. )tn.ciao7 Director
TRLFIC (SudarnGri.c~.)
‘~a.rlou Ro~.o 1~46/3O1
Mont ovidco
tJ-u~.zay
—

~oti~.do JucLn:
Estoy v1’~d.o con satisfacci~n las aooioi~oo que est~o r~.li~amlo e.n
:L’avox’ do l.a cc~no~rvacj6n d.e m~estro. fauna oi].’rootre. Ecpcro que ~yaa re—
:ibido la cor~co~.aci6n dcl Senr ~inistro , D,n Her~ando Dertonj~ a tu re-.
querimionto, to1~ro, intcrpretaci6n d.c nucotra. legislaci6n, l.a cual consi—
correc-ta y ~.pcla a. continuax’ rocibiex4o th~ cooperaci6n.
Con rcfcr~ncia. a tu MEMO do fecha 3 do .iicienibre d.e 1985, osoy to—
talmento do o.cuerdo con l.a. prop~iesta a oar prI2r3cntada oobro l.a inclueiSn
~n los Ap~ndic~cr’ ~ do las ~czioionadas c,~poc~.po c~az~j~.
Con rc~j,octo a d.atoo poblaciona.].es, as ii~i1 oatab].ecer uz~a esti~
•ci6n, no obotanto, oo pu~d.o afiraar, con aboolirta certcza, que l.a pobla—
ci6n d.c lao tre~ cGpecios est~n oier~o ~ pox’ efecto del avance de
Las froutornu a~r1colas y ganadoras en las ~ dcl habitad. do ~stoa ani—
~lcs. La protccción le~1 conferjd.a. a los animaloo silveotres en Para—.
gtw.y es do tu c~no cimi. ~t o~ tu ay~da ~.ra su ~i.pli ~ ci 6n t end.r~ Si e~pre ~au
si~jficaojthi y ~rz~cccndencja.
A~adccien~o .una vez m~s tu valiosa coopcra,ci~h~ aprovecho para So.—
lud.a.rto con mi conoidaraoj6n m~s diatjn~ujd.a.

AFFJC

£) 0

(SU~A(Y1ERICA)

24tHt~”~

HularioM oreno
/Autorid.ad Cier.~ffjca

Asunci6fl, ~Tanuary 13, 1986

Dear Juan:
I am looking with satisfaction at the actions that you are taking
with regards to the conservation of our wild fauna.

I hope that you have

received the reply from the Minister, Mr. Hernando Bertoni, to your
request about the interpretation of our legislation, which he considered
to be correct.

He hopes to continue to receive your cooperation.

With regards to your memo of December 3, 1985, I am completely in
agreement with the proposition to be presented that the Peccary species
be included in the Appendices I and II of CITES.
With respect to facts about the populations, it is difficult to
establish an estimate, nevertheless, it can be affirmed, with absolute
certainty, that the population of the three species are decreasing, due to
the effect of the advance of the agricultural frontiers and the grazing

mt

the areas of habitat of these animals.

You know about the legal

protection conferred to wild animals in Paraguay; your help in their
application will always have great significance and consequence.
Appreciating once more your valuable cooperation, I profit by
greeting you with my most distinguished consideration.

Signed,

Engineer Hilario Moreno
Scientific Authority
CITES

—
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Sr. Director
TRAFFIC (Sudamcricana)
D. Juan S. VILLALI3A MAClAS
Carlos Roxlo 1~96/3O1
MONTEVIDEO
R. 0. DEL URUGUAY
-

Mc cs grato dirigirme a Ud.

en respuesta a la nota de f

cha 3 de dicicinbrc ppdo rnediante la cual solicita informaci6n so
bre las espccics de pecar~es en nuestro pa5s.
Existcn 3 c5pecies en Argentina:
Dicotyles tajacu
pecar~ de collar
Tayassu albirostris
pecar~ labiado
Catagonus wagneri
pecar! quimilero
En cuanto a la informaci~n solicitada cornunico a Ud. que:
a) No se cucnta con datos sobre poblaciones de las difererites es
pecies.

La distrjbucj6n hist~rica es:
Dicotyles ta~acu: Provincjas de Formosa, Chaco, Jujuy, Salta, Tu
man, Catamarca, La Rioja,Misiones, Corrientes, Santa F~ .y Santia
del Estero.
Tayassu albirostrjs: Formosa, Chaco, Misiones, Corrientes, Santi
del Estero y Santa ~
Catagonus wagricri: Santiago del Estero, Chaco, Formosa y Salta.
La distribuci~n actual se estima similar.
b) Las dos pri~cras especies se cazan deportiva o cornercialmentc
Tambi~n los lugarenos suelen cazar para alimentaci~n de SUS I
milias
3)

El coincrcio do exportaci6n •sehalla autorizado en base a los
misos quo cmi~cn las provincias.

4) No so conocc.
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Cartos Roxlo 14961301
M0NTEV~DE0- URUGUAY
Tot. 4 33 84

Buenos Aires,

January 1985.

Sr. Director
TRAFFIC (SUDAMERICA)
D. Juan S. Villalba Mac!as
Carlos Roxlo 1496/301
MONTEVIDEO-URUGUAY
Dear Sir:
It is a pleasure for me to answer your Memorandum,
dated December 1985, by means of what you ask for information
about Pecan
Species in our country.
There are 3 species in Argentina:
Dicotyles tajacu

pecan

de

collar

Tayassu albirostris

pecarl labiado

Catagonus wagneni

pecan

quimilero

About the information you have required, I let you know:
a) We do not have any details of the population of any of
this three species.
The hystorical distribution is:
Dicotyles tajacu: Provinces of Formosa, Chaco ,Jujuy, Sal—
ta, Tucum~n, Catarnarca, La Rioja, Misiones, Corrientes, San
ta F~ y Santiago del Estero.
Tayassu albirostris: Formosa, Chaco,
Santiago del Estero y Santa F~.

Misiones,

Cornientes,

Catagonus wagneri:
Santiago del Estero, Chaco, Formosa y
Salta.
We think, the actual distribution continue being the same.
b)

The first two species, are hunted by traders or as sporting.
The people from the place usually hunt them as food for
their families.

C)

The commercial trade of this species for exportation, it is
possible by the export permits that the Provinces give.

TRAFFIC Sudaménca (Trade Records Analysis ot Fauna arid Flora In Commerce) a: ~ pro~:ama del F~rido ~—~!al papa a Vida
Silvestre-U.S. y parto do una red Interrraclonal do oficlnas TRAFFIC en colaboraciOn con a UniOn Internacion~I para Ia Conservacidri
do Ia Naturaloza y do los Recursos Naturalos para controlar el comercio Internacional do animates y plantas siIveStreS.
Tetox: P. BOOTHUY 702- 493384

(2)
e)

The

illegal trade

is unknown

f)

The

skins exportation

in the last

five years has been:

1980
8.239 skins
1981
4.900
1982
7.360
1983 —39.139
1984 —53.574
—

—

—

ExportatiOnS of alive animals has not been made during that
period.
g)

In our country their hunting is regulated by the Provinces
Legislationi but because of the increase of the trade this
National Direction IS studying the possibility of forbidding
totaly their trading and consequentely their exportation.

BeacuSe of these circumstances, we agree with you on listing
this species in App.I (Catagonus wagneri) and in App.II (Di
cotyles y TayaSSu) of CITES, for what Argentina can cooperate
to patronise the proposals.
Yours

faithfully,

Dr. Eduardo Gonzalez Ruiz
Director of National Wildlife

ANNEX V~

IIJCN—SSC PIGS ~ PECC.SP.GR.STATEMPNT
LES AUGRES MANOR
E
CHA’.. .~L S~.ANDS

JERSEN’ \A/~LDLIFE PRESERVATION TRUST

TELEGR~~P’-~1L. ~OD~SS
D000 ~J~RS~Y
HON D~~CrOR

P~’~O* HflH. TI~C

7 January 1987

‘lIINcE~ AL

GERALD DURRELL ~
LH.Q.. F.I.BioI.

TO ~AHCM IT MAY ~N~P1’T
The I.T.LC.N./S.S.C. Pi~ and Peccaries Specialist Group was established in
August 1980, and held its Inaugural Meeting during the course of the 55th
Meeting of the Species Survival Conmission in February 1981
The Group comprises
a ni~ther of research ;‘orker.s and regional consultants who have a particular
interest in these animain nr c;~n othetwi~e assist the activitic~ ci the Gtuup.
Thc~~ Memher~ include Dr. Lyle K. Sowis, who is probably the world authority
on the living peccarics and auther of the new standard text, ‘The Pcccaries’,
which was published in 1D8’l. ‘1]~e late Prof~ r~alph M. Wetzel, who first
reported the survival of tho Giant or Coacoan Peccary Catagonus wngneri in 1972,
was also a M~nber of the Group until his untimely death in 1984. 00th of
these people attended the Jnnugural Meeting, where they formally proposed
that the Group should cleveJop rccccm~ndations for the inclusion of Cata~onus
wagneri in Appendix I of the Washington Convention, as an urgent measure for
the species’ enhanced future protection. In addition, they also dr~v the Group’s
attention to the burgeoning international trade in the hides of all three species
of peccaries, but especia].].y those of Tayassu pecan, the White—lipped Peccary
and T. tajacu, the collared Peccary.
In line with these recomncndations and the other activities of the Group, efforts
~re made to develop and to maintain contacts with numerous other research workers
and relevant governmental ngcncies in the countries of origin of these animals
in an attempt to obtain as much information as possible on the various aspects
of the hide trade and it~ ].ikely impact on the conservation status of these
species. At the request of the Group, the Wildlife Trade ~bnitoring Unit in
~arthridge also initiated a pilot study in 1982. This work has since been
developed and coordinated by Or, Jean—Pierre d’IIuart, Director of TBAFFIC (Oelgiurn),
who is also a M~nber of the Pigs and Pec~aries Group.
As a result of the general background information, raw data and con census of expert
opinion thus obtained, this Group strongly supports the proposal for the inclusion
of Catagonus wagneri on Appendix I of C.I.T.E.S. and the inclusion of Tayassu
tajacu and T. pecan on Appendix II. These reconmendations are based on the
following considerations:
that,
—

—

Catagonus wagneri is now severely threatened as a result of increased hunting
pressure and habitat distructidn throughout its small and rapidly diminishing
range in the dry Q~aco region of north—western Argentina, western Paraguay and
suth—€~ster~ P~ivia, :‘ad should ba consc~rv~J i~y all po~sibie means.
although Catagonus. hides arc considered to be the least valuable of the three
species, some hides undoubtedly enter international trade as there is no
easy way of discriminating between the hides of the various species when
they have been preparc.I or reduced to leather products.

—

although the minor trade irT~.tagonus skins may be a by—product of hunting
for rr~at, this is cr~tain1y not always tnie in the case of Tayassu
tajacu and, ~pccin]ly, T. pecan
from both of which species enorn~ous
rnun~rs of hid~ have been exported frcm scms countries in recent yeais.
—

—

—

the inclusion or thc~o .-;p3cies on the C.I.T.E.S. Appendices will greatly
facilitate the dc~ir:ib]c future menitoning of the international trade
in these hides, which has been inadequately regulated to date, and
that such inforn~iti’n as has been obtained indicates that there have
been a graving nunt~cr of incidences of shi~nts of hides being illegally
exported fran oDuntrics of origin and that uncontrolled exploitation
for corrmercial gain ~.s increasing.
~ilst the Pigs and nvccarie~ Specialist Group fully recognises the
economic importance of these animals as a primary resource of subsistence
hunters in many countries, and an important target for recreational
hunters in some other ~untries, the Group considers that the inclusion
of these species on the C,I.T.E.S. Appendices would be in no way detrimental
to national legi~lat:ions appertaining to hunting or by—products utilisat ion,
but, rather, that the improved regulation of the international trade ~vuld
help to insure future e.~ploitation at a national level on a sustainable
basis.

~

~

William L.fl. Oliver

I.U. C. N. /S. S.C. Pige and Peccari~
Specialist Group

